10 reasons why your business needs the Samsung Galaxy Book

- **1. Full HD Super AMOLED touch display**
  - Provides a clear and immersive viewing experience for your team.
- **2. Thin and powerful**
  - Designed for performance, ensuring your team stays productive.
- **3. All-new solidity design**
  - A durable exterior made from aluminium, ensuring longevity and peace of mind.
- **4. Always protected with defence-grade TPM Security**
  - Essential for key protection when used with a Trusted Platform Module (TPM).
- **5. Stricter, seamless performance**
  - Galaxy Books come with Wi-Fi 6 compatibility, allowing for swift data transfer.
- **6. Seamless integration with the wider Galaxy ecosystem**
  - Enables seamless switching between devices, enhancing productivity.
- **7. Long-lasting battery for optimal performance**
  - A powerful battery ensures all-day performance without interruption.
- **8. Superfast, high-speed connections**
  - Optimised for your team to stay connected and productive.
- **9. Windows partnership**
  - Built for business, with Windows 11 Pro offering reliable and intuitive collaboration.
- **10. Feel supported without interruption**
  - Committed to support, with a UK-based Business Service Centre offering unlimited technical support.

For more information, visit your local Samsung website.